INTERMEDIATE GROUP
ANSWER KEY

LANGUAGE SECTION (23 pts.)

PART A. (1 pt. each; 8 pts.)

1. holds
2. had already become
3. was accepted
4. has set
5. will take
6. have been receiving/have received
7. will have been announced/will be announced
8. will be teaching

PART B. (1.5 pts. each; 9 pts.)

1. … didn’t perform as well as Yasemin (did) …
2. If Yasemin/she hadn’t been diagnosed with cancer, she/Yasemin wouldn’t have cancelled her freediving attempt in Kaş

   Yasemin wouldn’t have cancelled her freediving attempt in Kaş if she hadn’t been diagnosed with cancer

3. Yasemin/She will try to break the record (of 125 meters) provided (that) her health condition improves

   Provided (that) her health condition improves, Yasemin will try to break the record (of 125 meters)

4. The more companies sponsor free diving competitions, the fewer problems organizations will face

5. … started a training schedule designed by Rudi Castineyra, Yasemin was able to maximize her potential

6. … must be training hard …

PART C. (1 pt. each; 6 pts.)

1. d  2. b  3. c  4. a  5. b  6. c

READING SECTION (37 pts.)

Vocabulary Section (1 pt. each; 7 pts.)

1. profit-oriented  2. deprived  3. implement  4. curtail
5. debts  6. collapsed  7. condemn

Paragraph Completion (1.5 pts. each; 3 pts.)

1. b  2. d

Logical Sequence (1.5 pts. each; 3 pts.)

1. d  2. c
TEXT I (12 pts.)
(2 pts. each; 12 pts.)
1. Any two of the following:
   Skills and qualifications (of an individual)/skills/qualifications/hard work/innovation and risk-taking/
   innovation/risk-taking
2. (It shows that) the economic system is not purely capitalistic
   (That) the system is modified capitalism/(That) it is a system of modified capitalism
3. (Yes,) they do/appreciate it because people/they have most of the things they need (and, on these
   grounds alone, the majority of Americans accept capitalism)
   They appreciate it because of the material wealth/economic opportunities (it provides)
4. People are allowed to own private ownership of property
   (At least) 70% of China's economic output comes from privately owned firms
   China's enormous economic growth has been partly fuelled by foreign investment (, a highly
   capitalistic business practice)
5. Because of its centralized decision-making mechanism/(Because) it has a centralized decision-
   making mechanism
6. The powers of chance and chaos

TEXT II (12 pts.)
A. (1 pt. each; 2 pts.)
   1. b 2. a
B. (1 pt. each; 4 pts.)
   1. competition
   2. (some) features
   3. (multiple) restrictions
   4. laws to regulate/laws regulating/laws which regulate
C. (2 pts. each; 6 pts.)
   1. To maintain standards of accuracy, morality, and social responsibility in advertising
      To regulate the advertising industry
   2. To make sure both the products and the content are appropriate for (their) readers
   3. Individual advertising agencies